
KONA



nim-ble ['nɪmbl]
1: quick and light in motion: AGILE
2 a: marked by quick, alert, clever conception

From driving performance to convenient features, 
enjoy a livelier driving experience with a more agile, 
smarter, the new Kona. 

Be NIMBLE!

Inspiration (Jungle Green Pearl / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)



Feel the contagious energy even on the streets you pass.

A new joy in life begins with the touch of vibrant color.

Inspiration (Surfy  Blue Metallic / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)



Inspiration (Surfy  Blue Metallic / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)



Design
More powerful and stylish with Hyundai values that look to the future, 

Refined and richly-detailed with a high-tech vibe, the new Kona is 

a demonstration of perfection.

Inspiration (Jungle Green Pearl / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)



Front Design LED Rear Combination Lamps
18” Alloy Wheels & Tires

Black High-Gloss Radiator Grille
MFR LED Headlights

Rear Design

Kona’s more dynamic contours add volume while its wider chassis and robust bumper design bring greater stability.

Sharp edges between the radiator grille and the hood create a nimbler look and are evidence of Hyundai’s future-oriented design.



Inspiration (Grey Color Package, 4WD)

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.



The center fascia has been trimmed down to offer a visually wider and more comfortable space with its bold horizontal structure, 

while creating a more luxurious vibe with all-new interior mood lights, and a larger cluster navigation display.

10.25” Full LCD Cluster Display
The wider 10.25” cluster LCD display offers better visibility and a more enjoyable driving experience thanks to unique graphic displays. 

10.25” Navigation
The large HD monitors with multitasking 10.25” navigation provides state-of-the-art, user-friendly conveniences including 
multiple connections and wireless updating.

Interior Mood Lamps
Interior mood lamps installed around the cup holder inside the 
center fascia and around the leg area at the front seats create 
a soft, luxurious ambience combining perfectly with the 
interior lighting. 

Full Auto Air Conditioner (Air Purifier Mode)
The fully automatic air conditioner independently adjusts the airflow to provide a 
level of comfort according to the set temperature, while also filtering and 
dehumidifying the air for set durations. 

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.



Rear-seat USB Ports
Passengers in the rear can charge their mobile devices through the 
USB port behind the center console.

KRELL Premium Sound System
A premium sound system from KRELL, winner of numerous audio 
awards, delivers precise, spatial, and dynamic sound. 

The passenger seat walk-in device and rear seat folding feature allow for greater use of space and convenience.

Enjoy the space for all your daily needs.

Rear Seat Armrest 
The rear seat armrest—with embedded cup holders—is 
conveniently placed in the center for rear passengers.

Passenger Seat Walk-in Device
The passenger seat walk-in device means the driver or rear-seat 
passengers can adjust the front passenger seat to open up more 
cabin space.

Inspiration (Grey Color Package, 4WD)



Use the Hyundai Digital Key on your phone to lock and unlock your 
doors and even start the engine without a separate physical key. 
Digital Key both recognizes and offers individualized services to 
multiple users.

* Hyundai Digital Key is available on NFC-enabled phones only. Visit the Hyundai website to view the current list of supported devices.
* Apple’s limited support for NFC technology does not allow the smartphone-based Hyundai Digital Key to be used on iPhone. 
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.

Head-up Display (HUD)
All the important information you need for driving is projected through 
the combiner on top of the cluster display right at your line of sight for 
easier access to navigation while driving.

Wireless Smartphone Charging
Enjoy fast charging without the need for cables, and a phone sensor 
alarm that alerts you when your phone is left inside.

Convenience
Kona’s driving experience and state-of-the-art convenient features make your tasks go faster and you work smarter.

Personalized Profiles
Either select your own personalized profile from the Infotainment 
System screen or unlock the vehicle with your digital key to enjoy 
automatic recognition and your settings in the driving environment—
including infotainment.

Register your credit card with the Hyundai CarPay app to use at affiliated 
stores and other businesses without the need for your actual credit card. 
With a simple tap on the navigation display, you’re able to pay for fuel, 
parking and more.

Built-in Cam
A video recording device with high-resolution cameras mounted front and back allows easier recording of driving and includes 
time lapse and event modes. Recorded video can be viewed through the infotainment system, which lets you play, zoom, down-
load, and even post through your smartphone apps.
* Built-in cam supports recording while driving and stopping. Parking mode recording is not available. 



Adhering to the essence of pure functionality in a vehicle so that you can 

drive as much as you like, and in the way you want. 

Experience the vastly improved Kona and its one-of-a-kind driving 

performance

Performance

N Line Inspiration (Ignite Red / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)

198 Max. Output
PS/6,000rpm

149 Max. Output
PS/6,200rpm

27.0 Max. Torque
kg·m/1,600~4,500rpm

18.3 Max. Torque
kg·m/4,500rpm

13.9 Combined Fuel Economy
km/ℓ (7-speed Dual Clutch Transmission, 2WD, 16” Tires)

13.6 Combined Fuel Economy
km/ℓ (IVT, 2WD, 16” Tires)

Smartstream 1.6 Turbo Gasoline Engine

Smartstream 2.0 Gasoline Engine *Not available on the N Line



2WD Multi Terrain Mode comes as a standard feature for enhanced driving stability on rugged terrain, 

and improved absorption and insulation materials were applied to the frame and parts for reduced 

external noise and a more luxurious vibe.

2WD Multi Terrain Mode
Set your vehicle to multi-terrain mode with the traction mode’s jog dial on the floor console. Turn the dial left or right to select 
driving conditions: Snow, Sand, or Mud. The engine and brakes then adjust to your selection for maximum performance on 
the surface conditions. 

Reduced Road Noise
Absorbent inside the doors, fillers, luggage trim, and wheel guards 
improve shielding of the interior and insulation from outside noise. 

Paddle Shifter
Enjoy a sporty drive without having to take your hands off the wheel. Take 
advantage of the quick shifting made possible with Kona’s paddle shifter.

Reduced Wind Noise
An added layer of sound insulation film on the windshield helps reduce wind noise while the vehicle is in motion. 



Kona’s safety features include a more advanced driver assistance system that protects 

driver and passengers from the unexpected.

Safety

Safe Exit Warning
Alerts the driver of any vehicle(s) approaching at speed from the rear or sides after the Kona 
has stopped and one or more of its doors begin to open.

Rear Occupant Alert
Detects when a rear door opens and closes to determine if pas-
sengers are present. If the driver opens the door after the engine is 
switched off, a warning message is displayed on the cluster and an 
alarm sounds to remind the driver to check the rear seats.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist
Alerts the driver of the potential for a forward collision when vehicles in front suddenly slow down or stop, or pedestrians or cyclists appear 
in front of the vehicle. It also assists in activating brakes in the event of an impending collision.

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist
Alerts the driver of the potential for a collision from the blind spot when 
the turn signal indicator is switched on for lane changes, and assist in 
avoiding a collision by differential braking if necessary.

Driver Attention Warning  
Monitors and displays the driver’s attention level, issuing warning 
messages on the cluster display and sounding an alarm if the driver’s 
level of alertness drops to “inattentive”.



High Beam Assist 
Automatically switches high beams on or off in consideration of 
oncoming traffic while driving at night to reduce the need for adjust-
ment, thereby protecting safety of the driver and of the people in 
oncoming vehicles.

Navigation-Based Smart Cruise Control 
Ensures safe driving once it is switched on, by automatically adjusting vehicle speed on the highway. The smart cruise control 
recues vehicle speed automatically within safe driving zones and curved sections of the road and resumes back to the speed set 
by the driver once the vehicle exits such areas.

Lane Following Assist 
Helps with steering to keep the vehicle within the chosen driving lane.

Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance Assist
Monitors the rear areas to the left and right when the vehicle goes 
in reverse and alerts the driver of any approaching traffic on either 
side. It also assists in activating the brakes, if necessary, to avoid an 
impending collision.

Highway Driving Assist 
Helps maintain a safe distance on the highway from the vehicle in 
front, steering the Kona so it remains centered on its lane at a speed 
preset by the driver. 



The nimble Kona N Line has been modified and tuned for more dynamic reception of 

steering and suspension. Enjoy the sporty, dynamic driving experience exclusive to and 

capturing the higher performance of the Kona N Line.

N Line

N Line Inspiration (Ignite Red / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)



The N logo and sporty details of the fiery red trim create an exclusive interior and 

express dynamic energy.

N Line Exclusive Design
The N Line exclusive mesh radiator grille and a sporty bumper that 
highlights the front air curtain accentuate superior performance.

N Line Exclusive 18” Alloy Wheels (235/45R18)
Stylish diamond-cut wheels—exclusive to N Line—accentuate 
Kona’s powerful and dynamic image.

Dark Chrome Bezel LED Headlights 
Dark chrome trim applied to the bezel of LED headlights brings out 
N Line’s sophistication, modern vibe and high-performance image.

N Emblem Gear Knob
The easy-to-grip and responsive gear shift, with the red-accented N 
emblem on the knob, puts a dynamic driving experience within your 
control.

N Line Inspiration (Black Monotone (Red Accent), 4WD)
* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.



Hybrid
Always radiating brilliance and energy, just like you

Kona Hybrid brings joy and pleasure to everyday life.

Hybrid Inspiration (Cyber Gray Metallic / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)



The exclusive, advanced infotainment system and other convenient features 

give the Kona Hybrid a unique space and deliver an unparalleled driving experience.

Multi-link Rear Suspension
Multi-link rear suspension minimizes the transmission of vibration 
from road to vehicle, providing comfort and vehicle stability during 
high-speed, sporty driving with sharp cornering.

Kona Hybrid Exclusive Aero-wheel & Tires (205/60R16, 225/45R18)
A wheel design that reduces aerodynamic drag and fuel-efficient 
Michelin tires that increase fuel efficiency.

1. Lithium Polymer Batteries
An integrated battery system installed under the rear seats reduces 
weight and frees up more trunk space.  

2. Permanent Magnet Motor
A permanent magnet motor delivers auxiliary power to the 
conventional engine and integrates with the automatic 
transmission for better driving performance and greater fuel 
efficiency. 

3. Regenerative Braking System  
During deceleration, kinetic energy is converted into electric power to 
charge the battery, which is then used to give you more fuel-efficient 
acceleration.

4. Integrated Electric Booster 
Integrates hydraulic power and control units and uses motor-driven, 
electronic controls to deliver smoother braking. 

Exclusive Features of the Kona Hybrid
Drivers of the Kona Hybrid now have a wider range of features, including driving data, fuel economy and 
energy flow at their fingertips, and an “Eco” driving mode. Enjoy a smarter, more pleasant driving experience.

Engine Motor Battery

Hybrid Inspiration (Black Monotone Color Package)

19.3 Combined Fuel Economy
km/ℓ (16” wheels)

3

1
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2

* The images of the Infotainment System screen are subject to change due to regular updates.



Idle Stop and Go (ISG) Parking Distance Warning (Forward)Manual Air Conditioner Full Auto Air ConditionerHeated Front Seats 8-way Power Driver Seat & 2-way Power Lumbar Support
8” Display Audio System

8-way Power Passenger Seat 
4.2” Color Cluster Display ECM Rearview MirrorSideview Mirrors (Heated, Powered, Power Folding, 

LED Turn Signal Indicators)
Ventilated Front SeatsRear Combination Lamps LED Rear Combination LampsProjection Headlights MFR LED Headlights

Smart & Modern Inspiration

235/45R18 Tires & 18” Alloy Wheels205/60R16 Tires & 16” Alloy Wheels
215/55R17 Tires & 17” Alloy Wheels

Inspiration (Surfy Blue Metallic / Phantom Black Pearl Two-tone)Modern (Jungle Green Pearl)

* Features and specifications may vary by trim model and may include options. Please refer to the monthly price table for more detailed features specific to each model.



Color
Interior colors

Exterior colors

N Line Exclusive Black Monotone (Red Accent)

Atlas White [SAW] Cyber Gray Metallic [C5G] Galactic Gray Metallic [R3G]

Black Monotone Color PackageBlack Monotone Grey Color PackageGrey

Color

Surfy Blue Metallic [V7U] Dive Blue [UTK] Ignite Red [MFR]Dark Knight Gray Pearl [YG7] Pulse Red Pearl [Y2R] Phantom Black Pearl [MZH]Jungle Green Pearl [Y7H]

Black Authentic Leather Seats Black Authentic Leather Seats (Khaki Piping) Grey Authentic Leather Seats (Yellow Piping)Black Synthetic Leather Seats (Khaki Piping) Grey Synthetic Leather Seats (Yellow Piping) N Line Authentic Leather SeatsGrey Authentic Leather SeatsGrey Synthetic Leather SeatsBlack Synthetic Leather Seats N Line Synthetic Leather SeatsBlack Cloth Seats

Roof Type

One-tone Phantom Black Pearl 
[MZH] Two-tone

Atlas White [SAW] ● ●

Cyber Gray Metallic 
[C5G] ● ●

Galactic Gray Metallic 
[R3G] ● ●

Jungle Green Pearl [Y7H] ● ●

Dark Knight Gray Pearl 
[YG7] ● ●

Surfy Blue Metallic [V7U] ● ●

Dive Blue [UTK] ● ●

Ignite Red [MFR] ● ●

Pulse Red Pearl [Y2R] ● ●

Phantom Black Pearl 
[MZH] ● -

Exterior color combinations

* Two-tone roof colors are available on Tech Package II only. Not available with the sunroof option.
* Two-tone roof colors are not available with Phantom Black Pearl Exterior Colors.
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Dimension

* Aftermarkets for Customized H Genuine Accessories: N Performance Parts Mall (www.Nperformancemall.com), H Genuine Accessories Mall (Hgenuinemall.com)

The images presented here are intended to inform customers and display the best models and options. 
The specifications described above vary by option, package, powertrain, and exterior color. For specification details by model, please refer to the monthly price table.

Large Brake Package

N Performance Parts is Hyundai’s high-performance brand, delivering the ultimate in customized performance through incorporation of Hyundai’s motor 
sports technology and expertise, and N Line DNA.

Red Calipers, Large Discs, and Low-steel Brake Pads

18” Matte Black Wheels

18” Design Wheels & Spinning Wheel Covers with N logo

N Performance Suspension Interior Package

Monotube Shock Absorbers & Red Lowering Springs Car Floor Mats with N Logo (Front and Rear Seats)

LED Lights (Glovebox Lights, Overhead Console Lights, 

Sun Visor Lights, Cabin Lights and Luggage Lights)

These customized PET Package products are designed with those in mind who consider their pets part of the family. 
We trust you and your furry friend(s) will enjoy the drive.

H Genuine Harness I (Car Harnesses S/M)

Cup Holder Toys (Front and Rear Seats)

Seatbelt Tethers, ISOFIX Seatbelts

Leashes and Leads (S/M)

Passenger Seat Covers (Front Seats)

H Genuine Harness II (All Purpose, S/M)

Seat Cushions (Front Seats)

Portable Pockets (for Food and Potty) & 
Multi-purpose Pouches

Antifouling Seat Covers (Rear Seats)

PET Package I

PET Package III

PET Package II 

* Unit: mm, Wheel tread is based on 1.6L Gasoline Turbo with 235/45 R18 tires.         * (with roof rack)
* The N Line’s overall length is 4,215mm and the overall height is 1,560mm (1,570 with roof rack).

The advanced technology of Hyundai’s BlueLink system helps keep both the driver and the vehicle safe in any situation. BlueLink is always there to keep you safe, 
regardless of the location or time of day. Experience the unique joy of safe and comfortable driving.

* Free of charge for five years for customers who have purchased a vehicle and are applying for BlueLink membership for the first time: Remote control, Safety security, Vehicle management, Navigation.     
* Inquiries: Blue Link Kakao Talk Customer Service Center (enter “Blue Link” in Kakao Talk search screen and add as friend)

Remote control
In the extremely hot summer or cold winter months, you can link your 
smartphone to the air conditioner or heater to set and control the 
temperature inside the vehicle. Enjoy a pleasant driving experience with 
BlueLink.

The BlueLink Center works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If 
an airbag opens due to an accident, the Center automatically 
detects your location and takes appropriate actions according 
to the situation, such as contacting the police, ambulance, 
insurance company, etc.

Safety security
Services include real-time trouble detection while the vehicle 
is running and regular vehicle inspections on pre-arranged 
dates. In the event of vehicle trouble, immediate professional 
consulting is available, and you may conveniently make 
reservations for repair at the time and location of your choice.

Vehicle management
This function enables the driver to conveniently search 
for destinations through voice command and suggests 
optimum routes based on an independent analysis of real-
time traffic information. The driver can search a database 
of upto-date information to find even newly created 
destinations.

Navigation

Maintain a constant speed to drive more efficiently.
-The fuel economy described above is based on the standard model and may differ during actual driving depending on road conditions, driving technique, cargo load, vehicle maintenance, and outdoor 
temperature.  -Some of the images presented here include optional specifications, so their appearance may differ from the car you purchase. -The specifications, colors, and sources presented here may be 
modified to improve vehicle exterior and performance. -The engine performance described above is the “Net Number,” a new measure reflecting exhaust resistance that complies with legislation enforced by 
Korea’s Ministry of Land and Transport since 1997. It can be marginally lower than “Gross Output Number,” the previous measurement. -Leather seats include some synthetic leather. -Vehicle colors presented here 
may differ from actual appearance. -Some specifications may not apply to rental cars. See the corresponding month’s price list for more details. -All of the measurements in this brochure apply to the gasoline- 
and diesel-powered models. Therefore, the specifications and the features of the LPi-powered models might differ. -Hyundai Motor Company sells cars only through its branches and designated dealers. Hyundai 
Motor Company is committed to fair trade practices, with the same price and quality of vehicles nationwide.  -Use of non-genuine parts (such as engine oil and transmission oil) or poor quality fuel may severely 
damage the vehicle. -For more information about the new technologies and specifications described in this brochure, please refer to a user’s manual.

Model Fuel type Displace-
ment (cc)

Curb weight 
(kg) Tire (inches) Transmission Grade CO2 Emissions 

(g/km)
Fuel economy (km/ℓ)

Combined City Highway

Smartstream 1.6L 
Gasoline Turbo 2WD Gasoline 1,598

1,335 16, 17
7-speed DCT

2 119 13.9 12.7 15.7
1,370 18 3 131 12.7 11.7 14.1

Smartstream 1.6L 
Gasoline Turbo 4WD Gasoline 1,598

1,415 16
7-speed DCT 3

137 12.2 11.1 13.7
1,435 17 142 11.8 10.8 13.2
1,450 18 145 11.6 10.6 13.0

Smartstream 2.0L 
Gasoline 2WD Gasoline 1,999

1,300 16
Smartstream IVT 3

122 13.6 12.6 15.0
1,315 17 128 13.2 12.0 15.0
1,335 18 131 12.8 11.8 14.2

Smartstream 2.0L 
Gasoline 4WD Gasoline 1,999

1,380 16, 17
Smartstream IVT 3

142 11.8 10.8 13.3
1,415 18 145 11.6 10.5 13.1

Gasoline 1.6L HEV Gasoline 
HEV 1,580

1,395 16
6-speed DCT 1

82 19.3 20.1 18.4
1,425 18 92 17.4 18.1 16.6

Type Smartstream 1.6L Gasoline Turbo Smartstream 2.0L 
Gasoline 1.6L Gasoline HEV

Overall length (mm) 4,205 / 4,215 (N Line) 4,205 ←

Overall width (mm) 1,800 ← ←

Overall height (mm) 1,550 / 1,560 (N Line) 1,550(**1,565) ←

Wheelbase (mm) 2,600 ← ←

Tread (front) (mm) 1,575 (16") / 1,563 (17") / 1,559 (18") ← 1,576 (16") / 1,565 (18")

Tread (rear) (mm) 1,584 (16") / 1,572 (17") / 1,568 (18") ← 1,589 (16") / 1,577 (18")

Engine type Smartstream G1.6T Smartstream G2.0 1.6 GDi HEV

Displacement 1,598 1,999 1,580

Maximum power (PS/rpm) 198 / 6,000 149 / 6,200 105 / 5,700

Maximum torque (kg·m/rpm) 27.0 / 1,600 ~ 4,500 18.3 / 4,500 15.0 / 4,000

Fuel tank capacity (ℓ) 50 ← 38

Motor type - - Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Motor

Motor maximum power (KW) - - 32

Motor maximum torque (Nm) - - 170

System maximum power (PS/rpm) - - 141 / 5,700
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* The images used in this brochure are intended to enhance customers’ understanding and are focused 

 on high-end models and optional features.

* The features introduced in this brochure may vary from model to model. Please refer to the monthly price table for 

 more detailed features of each model.

Naver Post
post.naver.com/abouthyundai

Facebook
facebook.com/AboutHyundai

Instagram
instagram.com/about_hyundai

KakaoStory
story.kakao.com/ch/hyundai

Twitter
twitter.com/About_Hyundai

YouTube
youtube.com/user/AboutHyundai

Hyundai Motor Company website : hyundai.com   Customer Center : 080-600-6000

Inquiries for Purchase
Hyundai Motor Company’s SNSs

We promise to provide uniform prices and consistent services of the 
highest quality at all our branches and dealerships.

Hyundai Motor Company ranked first for the seventh 
consecutive year in 2020 across all segments 
(semi-mid-size, mid-size, full-size, and RVs)

2020 KS-QEI (Korea Standard-Quality Excellence Index) 
Ranked 1st in 10 surveyed sectors 
(sedan, SUV, RV, and all categories in vehicle after-sales service)

2020 Korea Customer Satisfaction Index (KCSI)
Ranked 1st in the sedan sector for 27 consecutive years
Ranked 1st in the RV sector for 17 consecutive years


